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Abstract— Light Fidelity (LiFi) is a recently proposed technology that uses 300 THz visible light spectrum for high
speed wireless communications as well as providing illumination.
Basically, a LiFi access point (AP) covers only a few square
meters, enabling a dense deployment of LiFi APs to improve the
network throughput. However, channel blockage and shadowing
in conjunction with inter-cell interference compromise the connectivity and system throughput of LiFi networks. In this paper,
a network structure that combines LiFi with the conventional
radio frequency (RF) system is considered. Users experiencing
strong blockages can be switched to the RF system to achieve
a higher data rate. In this paper, blockages, random orientation
of LiFi receivers, and the user data rate requirement are characterised to model a practical communication scenario. A novel
load balancing (LB) scheme based on evolutionary game theory
is proposed for hybrid LiFi/RF networks. The performance of the
proposed scheme is comprehensively analyzed. Results show that
compared to state-of-the-art LB algorithms, the proposed scheme
greatly improves user satisfaction levels at reduced computational
complexity. Also, an optimal orientation of LiFi receivers and
blockage density in hybrid networks would maximize the users
quality of service.
Index Terms— Evolutionary game theory, hybrid network,
LiFi, load balancing, RF, shadow

I. I NTRODUCTION
UE to the exponentially increasing demand for mobile
data traffic, the current indoor radio frequency (RF)
systems tend to be overloaded. A potential solution is the
hybrid network that integrates different wireless technologies
to improve the network capacity. Light fidelity (LiFi), which
uses existing light emitting diode (LED) lighting infrastructures for high speed wireless communications, has been considered to form a new tier within the future indoor hybrid
networks [1]–[3]. One major advantage of such a hybrid
network is that LiFi and RF signals do not interfere with
each other since they use an entirely different part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. LiFi can be regarded as nanometer
wave (nmWave) wireless communication extending current
millimeter wave (mmWave) wireless technologies. Compared
with RF systems, LiFi can potentially provide a much higher
level of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [4]. Also, LiFi can use a
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huge and unregulated bandwidth resource of up to 300 THz,
600,000 times larger than the 500 MHz WiGig (wireless
gigabit alliance) channel in the industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) band. Using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in conjunction with off-the-shelf LEDs, LiFi is
capable of providing data rates of 14 Gb/s [5]. In indoor
environments, a single LiFi cell covers a few square meters due
to propagation characteristics of light such as high path loss
and low multipath reflections. Hence, multiple light sources
are required to cover a large room, leading to a high spatial
spectral efficiency in LiFi systems. In spite of the dense
deployment of access points (APs), LiFi may not provide a
uniform coverage in terms of data rate performance mainly due
to inter-cell interference (ICI) and blockages [4]. Therefore,
a hybrid LiFi/RF network is proposed to mitigate the spatial
fluctuation of data rate offering a system throughput greater
than that of stand alone LiFi or RF networks [2]. Most
published research considers an ideal system model of hybrid
networks, especially the LiFi channel model. In order to attain
a more accurate evaluation of the system performance, three
practical factors must be taken into account:
1) Blockage: In general, the signals of line of sight (LoS)
paths contribute to most received signal power in a LiFi
system. In an indoor scenario, opaque objects such as people
and furniture can block the LoS optical channel and this would
significantly compromise the data rate performance. Therefore,
the shadowing effect in a LiFi system needs to be considered.
2) Receiving Orientation Angle (ROA): In most published
research, the LiFi receiver is always assumed to be oriented
perpendicularly upwards, and for simplicity the incidence
angle is set equal to the angle of irradiation. However, it has
been shown in [6] that this incidence angle varies depending on
the users’ behaviour pattern, and would significantly affect the
receive SNR. Therefore a random ROA needs to be considered
in the LiFi system model.
3) User Data Rate Requirement: Published research with
respect to hybrid networks focuses on the improvement of
system throughput and user fairness [1], [2], [7]. In general,
each user has a required data rate in a short period to support
certain wireless services such as browsing a web page, on-line
video stream and voice over Internet protocol (VoIP). On the
one hand, achieving a lower data rate than required would
affect the quality of service (QoS) of users. On the other hand,
a higher data rate than the requirement may lead to inefficient
use of precious resources and possibly result in an overload
of other cells. Therefore, user data rate requirements should
be considered in the system load balancing (LB) for hybrid
networks.
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The system throughput and user satisfaction levels in hybrid
LiFi/RF networks can be enhanced by using efficient LB techniques, which address two main issues: AP assignment (APA)
and resource allocation (RA). In [1], [2], the APA and the
RA are jointly optimised, and an iterative algorithm is given
to find an optimal solution. In order to reduce the computational complexity, a LB scheme that separately optimises the
APA and the RA is proposed in [7], [8], but the achievable
data rates are significantly compromised. Therefore a novel
LB scheme that can offer a proper performance/complexity
trade-off is necessary. Moreover, when considering user data
rate requirement, a piecewise function is normally needed to
quantify the satisfaction of users because a data rate higher
than the one required no longer increases the users’ satisfaction
level [9]. The conventional joint optimisation methods are
NP-hard problems [1], [2]. Taking the user data rate requirement into account would further increase the complexity and
result in a mathematically intractable problem. In this study,
an evolutionary game theory (EGT) based LB scheme is proposed, where the problems of APA and RA are jointly handled.
This algorithm accommodates the user data rate requirement
for resource allocation, and a novel RA scheme that makes full
use of the communication resources is proposed. This EGT
algorithm can greatly improve the system throughput while
achieving low computational complexity.
A. Evolutionary Game Theory
In the recent literature, game theory has been extensively
applied to network selection and interference management
problem in heterogeneous wireless networks [10]–[12]. The
Nash equilibrium (NE) is the most commonly used solution
to the non-cooperative game because it ensures that no player
can improve its payoff without compromising another player.
However, when there are multiple NEs in the game, a refined
solution is required to ensure users’ payoff reaching a stable
status. Evolutionary equilibrium (EE), which is based on the
EGT, can provide such a refined solution where a group of
players will not change their chosen strategies over time [10].
In the EGT model, each user selects a strategy by replication
and adapts its selection for a better payoff (i.e. user satisfaction) until no user can increase their payoff by unilaterally
changing strategy. An EGT based method is used in [10] to
solve the problem of network selection in an environment
where multiple networks are available. In [11], the EGT based
subcarrier and power allocation for small-cell networks are
proposed. In [12], the authors used a stochastic geometrybased approach to analyse the stability of equilibrium of
the evolutionary game in macro/micro heterogeneous wireless
networks. In this study, an EGT based system load balancing
scheme for an indoor LiFi/RF network is proposed with
user data rate requirement taken into account. Different from
conventional EGT based approaches, the proposed algorithm
jointly deals with the APA and the RA rather than only focuses
on the network selection. Specifically, the max-min fairness
and the proportional fairness schedulers are used in the RA.
Also, an enhanced proportional fairness scheduler is proposed
to improve the efficiency of resource utilisation.
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TABLE I
N OMENCLATURE

B. Main Contributions
• An EGT based load balancing scheme is proposed
for hybrid LiFi/RF networks where the following
practical issues are considered: i). channel blockages;
ii). LiFi ROA; iii). user data rate requirement. The proposed algorithm jointly handles the APA and the RA, and
the optimality of this algorithm is analysed in this study.
• When considering user data rate requirement, conventional fairness schedulers such as max-min fairness and
proportional fairness may lead to inefficient use of
communication resources. In the proposed EGT based
algorithm, an enhanced proportional fairness scheduler
for resource allocation is proposed to avoid inefficient
use of transmission resources. The performance of user
satisfaction for both conventional and proposed fairness
schedulers is evaluated by computer simulations.
• The effects of blockages and the ROA, which are unique
channel characteristics of LiFi, are analysed in this study.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is for the first
time that an investigation on how these two issues affect
the system load balancing in hybrid LiFi/RF networks is
conducted.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The practical
hybrid LiFi/RF network model is introduced in Section II.
The EGT based load balancing scheme is given in Section III.
The performance evaluation is presented in Section IV and
conclusions are drawn in Section V. The nomenclature of the
parameters that appear frequently in this paper is given in
Table I.
II. H YBRID L I F I /RF N ETWORK M ODEL
A. System Setup
In this study, an indoor scenario covered by a hybrid
LiFi/RF network is considered, where Nl LiFi APs and Nr RF
APs are deployed. All of the LiFi and RF APs are connected
to a central unit (CU) using optical fibres. In the LiFi system,
each LiFi AP consists of several low power LEDs, and the total
optical power of each LiFi AP is denoted by Popt . The photon
detector (PD) at each LiFi receiver may have horizontal and
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dynamic load balancing scheme with handover will be subject
to future research.
Time division multiple access (TDMA) is used at each
LiFi and RF cell to serve multiple users [2]. The portion of the
time resource allocated to user μ in a signal frame is denoted
by kμ,α , where α is the index of the serving AP and kμ,α ∈
[0, 1]. The data rate requirement of each user during time T
is denoted by λμ . The number of users is denoted by Nμ ; the
set of LiFi APs is denoted by CL = {l| l ∈ [1, Nl ], l ∈ N}; the
set of RF APs is denoted by CR = {r | r ∈ [1, Nr ], r ∈ N};
and the total number of the APs is denoted as Nap = Nl + Nr .
B. LiFi Channel Model With Blockages

Fig. 1.

Illustration of ROA and blockages.

vertical tilts, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In Cartesian coordinates,
the direction vector of the PD can be expressed as:
−
→
d1 = (cos(ϕ1 ) sin(ϕ2 ), sin(ϕ1 ) sin(ϕ2 ), cos(ϕ2 )),

(1)

where ϕ1 is the horizontal ROA which follows a uniform
distribution between 0° and 360°; and ϕ2 is the vertical
ROA which follows a uniform distribution between 0o and
θPD , where 0° ≤ θPD ≤ 90° is the maximum vertical ROA.
A PD of θPD = 0o is perpendicular to the floor. The distance
vector from a user to a LiFi AP is denoted by:
−
→
d2 = (x a − x u , ya − yu , z a − z u ),

(2)

where (x a , ya , z a ) and (x u , yu , z u ) are the coordinates of the
LiFi AP and the user, respectively. The angle of incidence to
the PDs can be expressed as:
→
→ −
−
θ = arccos < d1 , d2 >,

(3)

where <, > is the inner product operator. Due to the field
of view (FoV) of the LED and PDs, each LiFi AP covers a
confined cell, termed as an optical attocell. Since an attocell
can significantly reduce the spread of signals outside a given
zone determined by the light cone, LiFi APs are able to reuse
the same bandwidth in a radical manner. Optical inter-cell
interference (ICI) is treated as an additive noise [13]. In this
study, a square lattice topology is used for the deployment of
LiFi APs so as to model a regular lighting placement used in
large offices and public places. Moreover, a RF system working at 2.4 GHz covers the whole indoor scenario. When more
than one RF AP is considered, the RF ICI is not negligible.
It is assumed that the RF APs use different channels, and the
spectrum used by each RF AP is non-overlapping.
Assume that the channel state information (CSI) in both
LiFi and RF systems changes slowly and is constant in
a short period of T , which contains Nt transmission time
intervals (TTIs). During a period of T , the load distribution
is considered to be fixed in the hybrid network. In this study,
user movement is not taken into account, and the EGT based

In this study, the blockage caused by opaque objects in
LiFi attocells is considered. According to [14], an object which
generates a shadow in an indoor scenario is approximately
modeled by a cylinder, 1.2 m (height) and 0.8 m (diameter).
The shape of the shadow caused by this cylinder is assumed
to be a rectangle. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the length of
the rectangle is defined as the distance between the cylinder
bottom and the shadow of the cylinder top, and the width of
the rectangle is the diameter of the cylinder. It is assumed that
the PDs in the shadows cannot receive any LoS optical signal
from the blocked LiFi APs.
The LiFi channel impulse response in the frequency domain
can be modeled as [15]:

(H L + H D ( f ))H F ( f ), LoS not blocked
(4)
Hμ,α ( f ) =
LoS blocked,
H D ( f )H F ( f ),
where H L is the path loss of a LoS channel; H D ( f ) is the
channel gain caused by multi-path propagation and diffuse
effect; and H F ( f ) is the front-end device frequency response.
The LoS channel fading follows [6]:
⎧
⎪
(m + 1)A p χ 2
⎨
Ts (θ ) cosm (φ) cos(θ ), θ ≤  F
H L = 2π(z 2 + h 2w ) sin2  F
⎪
⎩0,
θ > F ,
(5)
where m is the Lambertian index which is a function
of the half-intensity radiation angle θ1/2 , expressed as
m = −1/ log2 (cos(θ1/2 )); A p is the physical area of the
receiver photo-diode; z is the horizontal distance from a LiFi
AP to the optical receiver; h w is the height of the room; φ is
the angle of irradiation; θ is the angle of incidence to the PDs
according to Eq. (3);  F is the half angle of the receiver FoV;
Ts (θ ) is the gain of the optical filter; and χ is the refractive
index. The diffuse component can be defined as [16]:
HD( f ) =

ρ A p e− j 2π f

T

Ar (1 − ρ)(1 + j

f
fc )

;

(6)

where Ar is the area of the indoor scenario surface; ρ is the
reflectivity of the walls; T is the delay between the LoS
signal and the onset of the diffuse signals; and f c is the cutoff frequency of the diffuse optical channel. The front-end
device frequency response is modeled as follows [17]:
f
),
(7)
H F ( f ) = exp(−
1.44 f 0
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where f 0 is the 3 dB cut-off frequency of the front-end filtering
effect.
In this study, the direct current (DC) biased optical
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-OFDM) is
employed in the LiFi system [13]. The signal to interference
and noise ratio (SINR) for user μ connected to a LiFi AP
α can be written as:
SINRμ,α ( f ) =

2369

TABLE II
M ODULATION AND C ODING TABLE

(κ Popt Hμ,α ( f ))2

,
ι2 NL BL + i∈CL ∪CR \{α} (κ Popt Hμ,i ( f ))2
(8)

where Popt is the average transmitted optical power of LiFi AP;
κ is the optical to electric conversion efficiency at the
receivers; ι is the ratio of DC optical power to the square
root of electric signal power, where ι = 3 can guarantee
approximately 0.3% of the signals are clipped so that the
clipping noise can be neglected [13]; NL is the noise power
spectral density in LiFi links; BL is the baseband modulation
bandwidth used by each LiFi AP; Hμ,α ( f ) is the channel
gain in the frequency domain between user μ and the host
LiFi AP α; and Hμ,i ( f ) is the channel gain in the frequency
domain between user μ and the interfering LiFi AP i , according to Eq. (5).

D. Link Data Rate in Stand-Alone Networks
The number of OFDM sub-carriers used in LiFi and
RF links is denoted by Q. Due to the channel fading in the
frequency domain, adaptive M-QAM modulation is used on
different OFDM sub-carriers [15]. In this study, the spectrum
efficiency achieved on each subcarrier is obtained from the
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) given in Table II [19].
Since the baseband bandwidth in the LiFi system is BL , the
OFDM bandwidth would be 2BL , and the LiFi link data rate
between user μ and AP α can be written as [20]:

C. RF Channel Model
An omni-directional transmit antenna is employed for the
2.4 GHz RF AP. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is used in the RF system, and the RF channel gain
between user μ and RF AP α on each subcarrier is given by:

G μ,α ( f ) =

10

−L(d)
10

hr ,

where L FS (d) = 20 log10 (d) + 20 log10 ( f ) − 147.5 (dB) is the
free space loss up to a breakpoint distance dBP = 10 m, where
f is the carrier frequency; and X SF is the shadowing fading
loss due to large scale blockage, which is 3 dB in typical
indoor scenarios. Since there is no ICI in the RF system, the
SINR is equivalent to SNR on each subcarrier, which can be
expressed as:
(11)

where PR is the transmit power on each subcarrier; σ 2 is the
variance of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN); and
G μ,α ( f ) is the channel gain according to Eq. (9).

Q
2 −1

qL (i ),

(12)

i=1

where qL (i ) is the spectrum efficiency on sub-carrier i in the
LiFi system, according to Eq. (8). The link communication
data rate of RF can be written as:

(9)

where h r is the small scale fading gain which has an independent identical Rayleigh distribution with average power
2.46 dB [18]; and L(d) is the large-scale fading loss in
decibels at the separation distance, d, which is given by [18]:

L FS (d) + X SF ,
d < dBP
L(d) =
L FS (dBP ) + 35 log10 (d/dBP ) + X SF , d ≥ dBP ,
(10)

|G μ,α ( f )|2 PR
,
SNRμ,r ( f ) =
σ2

Z μ,α

2BL
=
Q

ϒμ,α =

BR
Q

Q−1

qR ( j ),

(13)

j =0

where qR ( j ) is the spectrum efficiency on sub-carrier j in the
RF system, according to Eq. (11).
In order to reduce the complexity of AP selection, the
receivers only select from the candidate APs with highest link
data rate performance in the stand-alone LiFi or RF system.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the link data rates
between user μ and the APs follows:

li ∈ CL
Z μ,l1 ≥ . . . Z μ,li ≥ Z μ,li+1 . . . ≥ Z μ,l Nl ,
ϒμ,r1 ≥ . . . ϒμ,r j ≥ ϒμ,r j +1 . . . ≥ ϒμ,r Nr , r j ∈ CR .
The AP resource of user μ can be defined as:
Sμ = {l1 , r1 }.

(14)

For simplicity, the link data rate between user μ and its
candidate AP α ∈ Sμ is denoted by γμ,α , which can be
expressed as:

Z μ,α , α ∈ CL ∩ Sμ
γμ,α =
ϒμ,α , α ∈ CR ∩ Sμ .
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III. L OAD BALANCING W ITH E VOLUTIONARY G AME
In this section, a new load balancing scheme is proposed,
where the APA and the RA are formulated as an evolutionary
game. Also, the replicator dynamic is used to model the
strategy adaptation process for network load balancing [12].
The evolutionary equilibrium is considered to be the solution
of the formulated load balancing game, and the stability and
optimality of this algorithm are analysed.
A. Game Setup
The load balancing game can be formulated as follows:
1. Players Set (U): The users in the hybrid network are the
players in the game, and the number of players is denoted by
Nall = |U|.
2. Strategy Set (Sμ ): The strategy set for each player is
in accordance with Eq. (14). Each player can select one
AP from Sμ .
3. Population: In the proposed game, each player should
be allocated to an AP. The set of players connected to AP
α (α ∈ CL ∪ CR ) is denoted by Uα , where the number of
players in this set is denoted by Nα = |Uα |.
4. Payoff Function: The payoff of a player quantifies the satisfaction level of that player’s action of AP selection, and this
is considered as the user QoS. In general, player μ would be
satisfied when its data rate is higher than the requirement λμ .
Otherwise, the satisfaction level would decrease along with
the data rate. Intuitively, the payoff function of user μ that is
allocated to AP α can be written as:
γμ,α
, 1 ,
(15)
πμ,α = min kμ,α
λμ

In the cell covered by AP α, the resource allocation problem
with the β-proportional fairness function can be formulated as:
γμ,α
ψβ kμ,α
(17)
max
kμ,α
λμ
μ∈U
α

kμ,α ≤ 1;

s.t.

where Uα is the set of players allocated to AP α. The
Lagrangian multiplier method is used to solve this problem.
The Lagrangian function is given by:
⎞
⎛
γμ,α
ψβ kμ,α
kμ,α ⎠ ,
F(kμ,α , ω) =
+ ω ⎝1 −
λ
μ
μ∈U
μ∈U
α

α

(19)
where ω is the Lagrangian multiplier for the constraint in
Eq. (18). The optimal kμ,α can be obtained by making the
gradient of the Lagrangian function in Eq. (19) equal to 0,
which is written as:
∂ψβ (kμ,α γμ,α /λμ )
∂ F(kμ,α , ω)
=
− ω = 0,
(20)
∂kμ,α
∂kμ,α
where according to Eq. (16),
∂ψβ (kμ,α γμ,α /λμ )
γμ,α −β
γμ,α
kμ,α
=
, (β > 0).
∂kμ,α
λμ
λμ
It can be derived from Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) that:
1

γμ,α
λμ

1

ωβ =
μ∈Uα

Since TDMA is used in this study, the time slot resource
would be allocated to users in each cell by serving APs.
Here the portion of time slot resource allocated by AP α for
user μ is denoted by kμ,α . In this study, a utility function
in response to users’ QoS and fairness is considered. This is
referred to as β-proportional fairness function. This has been
defined in [21] and is extensively used in [1], [3], [22]:
⎧
⎨ln(x), β = 1
(16)
ψβ (x) = x 1−β
⎩
, β ≥ 0, β = 1,
1−β
where x is the user satisfaction level, defined as the user QoS;
and β is the fairness coefficient. This utility function includes
several well known fairness concepts [22]. For instance, when
β → +∞, a max-min fairness scheduler is realised and when
β = 1, a proportional fairness is achieved. Particularly, when
β = 0, a linear utility function is obtained, which achieves
a maximal system throughput. In this case, each AP only
serves the user with the best channel state information (CSI)
whereas the other users have zero data rates. This scheduler
finally leads to an ineffective network load balancing. Thus,
the situation of β = 0 is not under consideration.

(21)

γμ,α β −1 − β1
kμ,α =
ω .
(22)
λμ
According to Eq. (22) and Eq. (18), it can be further calculated
that:

where kμ,α is the time resource portion provided by host AP α;
and γμ,α is the link data rate between player μ and AP α.
B. Resource Allocation

(18)

μ∈Uα

1
β −1

.

(23)

Combining Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), the optimum kμ,α can be
expressed as:
1

kμ,α = 

(γμ,α /λμ ) β

−1
1

β
i∈Uα (γi,α /λi )

−1

(β > 0).

(24)

In this study, three fairness schedulers are considered, which
are max-min fairness (MF), proportional fairness (PF) and
enhanced proportional fairness (EPF).
1) MF: The MF is achieved with β → +∞ [22], and the
optimal portion of allocated time resource can be expressed
as:
1

(MF)
kμ,α

= lim 
β→+∞

(γμ,α /λμ ) β

−1

i∈Uα (γi,α /λi )

1
β −1

= 

(γμ,α /λμ )−1
.
−1
i∈Uα (γi,α /λi )
(25)

Combining Eq. (15) and Eq. (25), the user payoff with MF
scheduler can be written as:


1
(MF)

πμ,α = min
, 1 ,
(26)
i∈Uα λi /γi,α
where the operation min{e1 , e2 } represents the minimum
between e1 and e2 . It can be seen that all players served by
AP α achieve equal payoffs.
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2) PF: The PF scheduler is realised by β = 1 [22].
According to Eq. (25), the optimal RA portion can be written
as follows:

1

β −1

/λ
)
(γ
1
μ,α
μ
(PF)

=
,
(27)
kμ,α = 
1

−1
Nα
β

i∈Uα (γi,α /λi )
β=1
where Nα is the number of users in Uα . The user payoff of
proportional scheduler is therefore expressed as:
(PF)
= min
πμ,α

γμ,α
, 1
λμ Nα

.

(28)

In the PF scheduler, receivers in each cell share the same
portion of time slot resource. Nevertheless, an inefficient use
of resources may occur when users require low data rates. This
issue will be handled by the EPF scheduler.
3) EPF: Unlike the PF scheduler, the EPF scheduler can
avoid inefficient use of resources by allocating the redundant
time slot resources of over-achieving users to those who
achieve low user satisfaction. Specifically, the RA is initially
undertaken through the PF scheduler, as shown in Eq. (27).
After that, the redundant time slot resources of users achieving
data rates higher than the requirements will be re-allocated
to the other users via the PF scheduler to improve their
user QoS performance. This re-allocation process is iteratively
conduct until no user receives redundant resources. The EPF
scheduler achieves a high level of resource utilisation as well
as a near-proportional fairness. The RA process using the EPF
scheduler is summarised in Algorithm 1. The payoff of each
user achieved by the EPF scheduler can be expressed as:
(EPF)
=
πμ,α

(EPF)
kμ,α γμ,α

λμ

,

(29)

(EPF)
where kμ,α
is the resource portion for user μ which can be
obtained from Algorithm 1.

C. AP Assignment
In the context of the evolutionary game for load balancing,
the players iteratively adapt their strategies of AP selection to
enhance the payoffs. The duration of each iteration is considered as a TTI. The strategy adaptation process of AP selection
and the corresponding population evolution can be modeled
as follows. In the t-th iteration, the average payoff of players
served by AP α is expressed as:
π̄α(t, j )

1
=
Nα

μ∈Uα

(t, j )
πμ,α
,

j ∈ {MF, PF, EPF},

(33)

(t, j )
where πμ,α

is the payoff for user μ. The global average payoff
of all players in this hybrid network can therefore be obtained:
π̄ (t, j ) =

1
Nall

α∈CL ∪CR

Nα π̄α(t, j ),

j ∈ {MF, PF, EPF}.

(34)

The AP selection strategy of each player is based on its
previous payoff, the average payoff of each cell and the global
(t −1, j )

average payoff in the last iteration, denoted by πμ,α ,
(t −1, j )
π̄α
and π̄ (t −1, j ), respectively. The strategy shift for any
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Algorithm 1 Enhanced Proportional Fairness Scheduler in
Each Cell
1: Initialisation: The set of users served by AP α is denoted
by URA = Uα ; total time resource K r = 1; and the set of
users over-achieving is denoted by UWaste = ∅.
2: while URA  = ∅ and UWaste  = ∅ do
3: Allocate time resource to users in URA using proportional
fairness scheduler:
Kr
(EPF)
kμ,α
=
,
(30)
NRA
where NRA is the number of users in URA .
(EPF)
4: Update UWaste : UWaste = {μ| k μ,α γμ,α /λμ > 1, μ ∈
URA }. The resource portion allocated to users in UWaste
(EPF)
is changed to kμ,α
= λμ /γμ,α .
5: Update URA : URA = URA − UWaste .
6: Update total time resource:
Kr = Kr −
μ∈UWaste

7:
8:

λμ
.
γμ,α

if URA = ∅ then
The resource that have not been used can be allocated
to all users with proportional fairness:
(EPF)
(EPF)
= kμ,α
+ K r /Nα .
kμ,α

9:
10:

(31)

(32)

end if
end while

player occurs randomly and follows the rule that the player
with lower value of payoff would be more likely to change its
strategy. This is termed as ‘mutation and selection mechanism’
in EGT [12]. Based on this principle, the mutation probability
for a strategy shift in the t-th iteration is designed as:
⎧
(t −1, j )
πμ,α
⎨
(t −1, j )
, πμ,α
< π̄ (t −1, j )
1
−
(t, j )
(t −1, j )
(35)
pμ =
π̄
⎩
(t −1, j )
(t
−1,
j
)
0,
πμ,α
≥ π̄
.
When a player is ‘mutated’, an AP selection for this player
is required. The new AP is determined by maximising
the estimated payoff in the current iteration, which can be
expressed as:
(t, j )
α (t, j ) = arg max π̂μ,α
i∈Sμ
 (t −1, j )
,
πμ,i
(t, j )
s.t. π̂μ,α
=
(t, j )
π̇μ,i ,
j ∈ {MF, PF, EPF},

(36)
i = α (t −1, j )
i = α (t −1, j )
(37)

where α (t, j ) is the AP selected by player μ at the t-th iteration;
(t, j )
π̇μ,i is the estimated payoff if the player is served by a
different AP from α (t −1, j ) which here is denoted as υ for
(t, j )
simplicity. The estimated payoff π̇μ,υ is greatly related to
the fairness achieving schedulers considered in this work as
follows:
1) MF: According to Eq. (26), the payoff of users served
by the same AP is equal to their average payoff. When player
μ is served by AP υ, the total time resource for other players
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allocated to this AP would decrease to 1 − kμ,υ . Since each
player served by υ ultimately achieves an equal payoff after
player μ joins in. The estimated payoff of player μ can be
written as:
(t,MF)
π̇μ,υ
= (1 − kμ,υ )π̄υ(t −1,MF) .

Also, the payoff of user μ can be expressed as:
γμ,υ
(t,MF)
π̇μ,υ
= kμ,υ
.
λμ

(39)

(t −1,MF)

=

γμ,υ π̄υ

(t −1,MF)

λμ π̄υ

+ γμ,υ

.

(40)

2) PF: In the PF scheduler, users in a specific cell achieve
equal time resource portion. When a new user joins the cell
served by AP υ in the current iteration, the allocated portion
of resources for each user becomes:
(t −1,PF)
=
kμ,υ

1
(t −1,PF)
Nυ

+1

=

kυ(t −1,PF)
,
(t −1,PF)
1 + kυ

(t, j )

π̄n1

(41)

where Nυ(t −1,PF) is the total number of users served by
AP υ in the last iteration; and kυ(t −1,PF) = 1/Nυ(t −1,PF) is the
corresponding resource portion of users according to Eq. (27).
Therefore, the estimated payoff of player μ in the t-th iteration
can be written as:


γi,υ
(t,PF)
, 1 .
(42)
π̇μ,υ = min
(t −1,PF)
λi (Nυ
+ 1)
3) EPF: It has been shown that the EPF scheduler is able to
enhance the average user payoff performance by minimising
the excess of time slot resources while achieving a proportional
fairness. The EPF scheduler results in varying RA per user
depending on their requirements of time resources. When
a player is ‘mutated’, a simple method to estimate user
payoff is to use the expression in Eq. (42) with kυ(t −1,EPF) =
1/Nυ(t −1,EPF) , which is applied in this study. The estimated
payoff of player μ with EPF taken into account can be
expressed as follows:


γi,υ
(t,EPF)
, 1 .
(43)
π̇μ,υ
= min
λi (Nυ(t −1,EPF) + 1)
D. Load Balancing Algorithm
In the evolutionary game, players are randomly mutated
with a probability according to Eq. (35). If a mutation occurs,
the player selects an AP based on Eq. (36). On the one
hand a player can possibly stay with the original AP when it
experiences a mutation. On the other hand a new AP could be
selected by players in each iteration. The parameters required
to estimate the payoff for the three schedulers (MF, PF and
EPF) are π̄υ(t −1,MF) (MF) and Nυ (PF and EPF), respectively.
If no strategy shift occurs for any player, the load balancing
algorithm converges.
Lemma 1: In the proposed game, the load balancing algorithm always converges.

(t, j )

≤ . . . π̄ni

(t, j )

(t, j )

≤ π̄ni+1 . . . ≤ π̄n Nap ,

n i ∈ CL ∪ CR ,

(38)

Combining Eq. (38) and Eq. (39), it can be derived that:
(t,MF)
π̇μ,υ

Proof: Without loss of generality, the average payoff of
users served by each AP in the t-th iteration can be expressed
as:
j ∈ {MF, PF, EPF}.

(44)

The maximal difference between two average payoffs is
(t, j )
(t, j )
denoted as w(t, j ) = π̄n Nap − π̄n1 . In the next iteration, the
players served by AP n Nap would not change the AP because
their mutation probability is zero according to Eq. (35), and
no player would join the AP n 1 due to the low estimated
(t +1, j )
payoff based on Eq. (36). Thus, it can be seen that π̄n Nap ≤
(t, j )

(t +1, j )

(t, j )

π̄n Nap and π̄n1
≥ π̄n1
would be satisfied, resulting
in w(t, j ) ≥ w(t +1, j ). Also, based on Eq. (44), it can be seen
that w(t, j ) ≥ 0 is achieved. According to the monotonically
bounded theorem, there is:
lim w(t, j ) = w, w ≥ 0,

t →+∞

(45)

where w is a constant. After w(t, j ) converges, the difference
(t, j )
(t, j )
between π̄n Nap −1 and π̄2
also follows the monotonically
bounded theorem and will converge. By such analogy, the
average payoffs for all APs tend to be constant. Thus the
network load balancing can achieve convergence.
The proposed EGT load balancing algorithm contains the
following steps: i) users change their strategies unilaterally to
find better serving APs in the AP assignment step; 2) the users
served by the same AP are allocated the time slot resource
according to the RA schemes, i.e. MF, PF and EPF; 3) repeat
step i) and ii) until no user can change the strategy unilaterally
to improve their payoff. The EGT technique is often implemented in a distributed fashion to achieve low computational
complexity. However, a distributed EGT algorithm requires
coordination of all users. In particular, each user needs to
keep sending their strategy selections back to the APs until
the algorithm converges, and this process consumes communication resources. However, the EGT algorithm can also be
realised in a centralised manner, where the central unit (CU)
undertakes the AP selection for users virtually following the
EGT algorithm. After the CU works out the final AP selection
results, users will be assigned to their serving APs for data
transmission. An advantage is that the EGT algorithm for
system load balancing can be carried out rapidly by consuming
few communication resources in a centralised network. In
this study, an indoor hybrid LiFi/RF network is considered.
An EGT based centralised load balancing algorithm is proposed, where the CU selects the AP for each user in each iteration based on the users’ CSI. This approach supports typical
software defined networking (SDN) architectures [23]–[25].
The EGT-based centralised load balancing algorithm is summarised in Algorithm 2.
E. Evolutionary Equilibrium and Optimality Analysis
Definition 1: A strategy profile Aμ = {αμ |μ ∈ U} is
an Evolutionary Equilibrium (EE) (referred to as the Nash
Equilibrium in the evolutionary game [12]) of the proposed
load balancing game if at the equilibrium Aμ , no player
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Algorithm 2 EGT Based Centralised Load Balancing
Algorithm Using MF, PF and EPF Schedulers
1: Initialisation: A random AP from Sμ is assigned to
player μ; each AP allocates the time resource to the
connected players using one of the three fairness schemes;
the CU calculates the average payoff of each player
(0, j )
(0, j )
πμ,α = π̄α , the global average payoff π̄ (0, j ) with
j ∈ {MF, PF, EPF}, kυ and kυmax ; and t ← 1. This
algorithm is executed by the CU.
2: for all each player μ ∈ U do
(t, j )
3: The CU calculates the mutation probability pμ1
according to Eq. (35);
4: The CU generates a random number with uniform
distribution between 0 and 1, denoted as δ.
(t, j )
5: if δ < pμ
then
6:
The mutation occurs and player μ is assigned to an
AP based on Eq. (36).
7: else
8:
Player μ is still assigned to the original AP.
9: end if
10: end for
11: for all each AP α ∈ CL ∪ CR do
12: The CU calculates the time resource portion for players
in each cell, according to Eq. (25), (27) and Algorithm.
1.
13: end for
(t,MF)
14: The CU stores the parameters π̄υ
and Nυ(t,PF) and
Nυ(t,EPF) (υ ∈ CL ∪ CR ) for payoff estimation.
15: t ← t + 1 and repeat from Step 2 until no AP switch
occurs.

can further increase their payoff by unilaterally changing its
strategy, i.e.:
πμ,αμ ≥ πμ,βμ , αμ = βμ , αμ , βμ ∈ Sμ

(46)

where πμ,x represents the payoff function for user μ allocated
to AP x, according to Eq. (15).
It can be seen that when network load balancing converges,
an EE is achieved. According to Lemma 1, the EE has
the perfect self-stability property, and thus the players at
the EE can achieve a mutually satisfactory solution. As a
consequence, the EE can be regarded as the solution of the
proposed evolutionary game. However, this does not mean
that the optimal solution of maximising the average payoff of
users has been achieved. Since a closed-form optimal solution
of system load balancing is mathematically intractable, an
exhaustive search is used to find this global optimum.
When considering Nall users and Nap APs in the hybrid
Nall
LiFi/RF network, there are Nap
possibilities of AP assignNall
ments, which are denoted by g(i) , i = 1, 2 . . . Nap
.
Given a certain g(i) , the time resource portions using
MF, PF and EPF schedulers can be computed based on
Eq. (25), (27) and Algorithm 1, respectively. Subsequently,
the global optimum of the system load balancing problem can
be determined using an exhaustive search. The ratios of the
payoffs achieved by the EGT algorithm to the global optima
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Fig. 2.
Ratios of EGT payoffs to the global optima (1000 times of
independent and identical simulations are considered).

Fig. 3.
Square topology for LiFi and RF network: (a). 1 RF AP;
(b). 4 RF APs; (c). 16 LiFi APs.

are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the EGT algorithm
with three fairness achieving schedulers has a performance
close to the optimum. Specifically, 70% of players using the
MF scheduler can achieve a payoff over 90% of the global
optimum. The PF and EPF schedulers have better performance
than MF, where the payoff achieved by 80% of players is less
than 5% close to the optimum. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the EGT technique achieves near-optimal performance.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. System Setup
In this study, a 16 m × 16 m indoor office space is
considered. Two RF AP deployment scenarios are used as
shown in Fig. 3 (a-b), and the LiFi AP deployment is shown
in Fig. 3 (c). The users and the blocking objects are uniformly
distributed, and the number of objects is denoted by NB . The
required data rate of each user follows a Poisson distribution
with the parameter λ. The vertical ROA of each PD follows a
uniform distribution ranging between 0 and θPD . In this study,
the period of interest T is set to be 500 ms [26], and the
channels and the data rate requirements of users are assumed
to be fixed in this duration. According to [27], the TTI is set
to be 2 ms. As a consequence, the maximum iteration number
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TABLE III

TABLE IV

S IMULATION PARAMETERS

C OMPUTATION C OMPLEXITY

of the proposed algorithm is 250. Other parameters related
to the simulation are given in Table III. The payoff in the
proposed algorithm is considered as the user QoS, which is
between 0 and 1. When payoff is 0, users achieve zero data
rates. When payoff is 1, users achieve data rates higher than
or equal to the requirements.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
EGT based LB scheme, three benchmark algorithms are implemented for comparison:
1) Joint Optimisation Algorithm (JOA): In the JOA benchmark, APA and RA are jointly optimised with proportional
fairness considered [1], [2], [19], [22], which is formulated as
follows:
gμ,α log(kμ,α γμ,α /λμ )

max

gμ,α ,kμ,α

(47)

μ∈U α∈CL ∪CR

gμ,α kμ,α ≤ 1 ∀α ∈ CL ∪ CR ;

s.t.
μ∈U

gμ,α = 1 ∀μ ∈ U;
α∈CL ∪CR

gμ,α ∈ {0, 1}, kμ,α ∈ [0, 1], ∀μ ∈ U, ∀α ∈ CL ∪ CR ,
(48)
where gμ,α is a binary number which equals 1 when user μ is
connected to AP α, and otherwise it is 0; kμ,α is the time
resource portion provided by host AP α; γμ,α is the link data
rate between player μ and AP α; and λμ is the required data
rate of user μ. This optimisation problem can be solved by a
dual decomposition approach, and the solution is given in [2].
2) Threshold-Based Access Algorithm (TAA): In the TAA
benchmark, the APA and the RA are separately optimised.
Specifically, the APA is determined by using an optimal data
rate threshold and the RA is performed using the proportional
fairness scheduler [7].
3) Random Access Algorithm (RAA): In the RAA benchmark, APA and RA are also undertaken separately. Different
from the TAA, each user randomly chooses the AP from Sμ in
the APA step. In the RA step, the RAA is conducted in the
same way as the TAA.

Fig. 4. Average user QoS corresponding to the iteration number (1 RF AP,
λ = 25 Mb/s, NB = 10, θPD = 0, Nall = 200 and FoV = 90°).

B. Complexity Analysis
As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed EGT algorithm reaches a
steady state after several iterations. Specifically, the number
of iterations for convergence is denoted by IE , and IE is
around 10 for all of the curves shown in Fig. 4. During the
interval T , there are 250 TTIs, and only 10 TTIs are taken
for convergence. Therefore 96% of the TTI can be used for
signal transmission.
In this study, JOA, TAA and RAA are simulated as the
benchmarks for performance evaluation. The computational
complexity of these algorithms is summarised in Table IV,
where I J is the iteration number in JOA [3]. The EGT algorithm with three RA schedulers achieves a lower complexity
than JOA because the EGT algorithm includes no exponential
operation but JOA does. However, the complexity of the EGT
algorithm is higher than TAA and RAA due to the iterative
computation.
C. Evaluation of User QoS
The user QoS performance with different RF AP deployments is shown in Fig. 5. It can be found that the user
QoS with 1 RF AP exhibits similar performance to the case
with 4 RF APs. On the one hand, 4 RF APs can reduce
the path loss between users and APs, resulting in a higher
receive SINR than in the case of 1 RF AP. On the other hand,
according to Eq. (14), each user only uses the best LiFi and
RF AP as the candidates for AP assignment, and the best
LiFi attocell is generally covered by the best RF AP. In the
network with 1 RF AP, when a LiFi attocell is overloaded,
users in this attocell will be transferred to the RF cell so that
the system load can be well balanced. However, in the network
with 4 RF APs, since each user can only be served by either
the best RF AP or the best LiFi AP, the hybrid network would
be naturally divided into four independent regions. The users
in one region cannot be served by the APs in other regions.
Therefore, it is difficult to achieve an efficient load balancing
over the entire network, resulting in a decrease in the user QoS
to the scenario with 1 RF AP. Accordingly, even though the
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of user QoS with different RF setups. (NB = 10, θPD = 0,
Nall = 200 and FoV = 90°).
Fig. 7. User QoS with maximal vertical ROA θPD . (1 RF AP, NB = 10,
Nall = 200, λ = 25 Mb/s).

D. Effect of Vertical ROA

Fig. 6.
Evaluation of user QoS achieved by different load balancing
algorithms. (1 RF AP, NB = 10, θPD = 0, Nall = 200 and FoV = 90°).

scenario with 4 RF APs provides users with a low path loss
and a high level of SINR, the user QoS cannot be significantly
enhanced over the scenario with 1 RF AP.
The average QoS as a function of required user data rate
is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the EGT algorithm
with EPF outperforms the other schemes. In addition, the
MF algorithm results in a steeper slope of user QoS than
the PF algorithm, which attains a better user QoS with
λ ≤ 25 Mb/s. Compared with the three benchmark systems
where the proportional fairness is taken into account, the
proposed EGT algorithm with PF performs between JOA and
TAA/RAA. However, when the EPF scheme is used in the
EGT based algorithm, the user QoS is much higher than
achieved by all benchmark techniques. The reason for this is
that it minimises the inefficient use of transmission resources.
In this study, it is assumed that the user QoS should be at least
greater than 0.9 in order to guarantee the basic requirement
of wireless services. It can be seen that in the hybrid LiFi/RF
network with 200 users, an average user data rate of 20 Mb/s
can be achieved by the EGT based algorithm.

The receive SINR of LiFi is affected by the vertical ROA, ϕ2 . As shown in Section II.A, ϕ2 follows a uniform
distribution ranging between 0 and θPD , where θPD is the
maximal vertical ROA (MVR). In the LiFi system, the vertical
ROA is able to affect the angle of incidence of LiFi signals.
When the angle of incidence is less than the FoV, LiFi signals
can be received by the receivers. Otherwise, users can only
be served by the RF APs. The effect of the MVR, θPD , on
the performance of user payoff (or user QoS) is shown in
Fig. 7. When the FoV is 45°, the QoS firstly increases than
decrease with an increase in θPD . The optimum is attained
approximately at θPD = 25°. On the one hand, when the
vertical ROA tends to be zero, users at the edge of LiFi
attocells may achieve a larger angle of incidence than FoV
so that they can only be served by the RF AP, resulting in
an inefficient load balancing. On the other hand, a large θPD
will lead to a severe path loss of LiFi signals, which decreases
the LiFi data rates. With FoV = 90°, the angle of incidence
of users at any location can basically be less than the FoV.
Therefore, the user QoS decreases with an increase in θPD
due to the path loss effects in the LiFi system.
Here a comparison of user QoS between θPD = 0 and 30°
is made and demonstrated in Fig. 8, where the FoV is 45°.
In the case of θPD = 0, LiFi receivers are perpendicular to the
ground, and the angle of irradiance is equal to the angle of
incidence in the LoS optical channel. Since users have a FoV
of 45°, they can only receive LoS LiFi signals in a confined
area, where the angle of irradiance of signals from LiFi APs
should be less than 45°. This confined area is defined as the
serving area. It can be seen that with θPD = 0, the user QoS
mainly falls into two different ranges that are 0.1 ≤ QoS ≤
0.6 and QoS = 1, corresponding to the two situations that are
users in the serving area and users outside the area. However,
when users have a vertical ROA ranging from 0 to 30°
(θPD = 30°), each LiFi AP is capable of serving users with
a maximal angle of irradiance as large as 75°, leading to an
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Fig. 10. CDF of user data rate with different blockage densities. (1 RF AP,
Nall = 200, FoV = 90°, θPD = 0 and λ = 25 Mb/s).
Fig. 8. CDF of user QoS achieved by EGT algorithms. (1 RF AP, NB = 10,
Nall = 200, FoV = 45° and λ = 25 Mb/s).

Fig. 9. Average data rate with different blockage densities. (1 RF AP, Nall =
200, FoV = 90°, θPD = 0 and λ = 25 Mb/s).

enhancement of system load balancing. Therefore, it can be
concluded that a proper vertical ROA in conjunction with a
small FoV can improve the user QoS.
E. Effect of Blockage and Shadow
In this subsection, the shadowing effect resulting from
blockages in the LiFi system is studied. The number of
blockages are denoted by N B , and the blockage density is
defined as η = NB /S, where S is the area of the simulation
scenario. The average user data rate corresponding to the
blockage density is shown in Fig. 9. The data rate of user μ
is denoted by Dμ = kμ,α γμ,α , where α is the serving AP
of user μ. It can be seen that the average user data rate is
a concave function with respect to the blockage density, η.
With a small value of η, users served by LiFi may experience
interference from neighbouring LiFi APs. When η increases,
the interference signals are more likely to be blocked and
the achievable SINR in LiFi channels is therefore improved.

Fig. 11. Average user QoS with different blockage densities. (1 RF AP,
Nall = 200, FoV = 90°, θPD = 0 and λ = 25 Mb/s).

If the expected LiFi signals are blocked, the RF APs will be
automatically allocated to those users by the CU. As shown
in Fig. 9, the optimal data rate appears at η = 2.4. However,
a further increase of η results in a decrease in the average data
rate. This is because most of the users have to be allocated to
the RF APs due to the blockage of LiFi LoS channels, which
leads to a reduction of network throughput.
For different blockage situations, the CDF of the user data
rate is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the achievable
data rates with blockages have a much larger range than
those without blockages. When η is set to be 2.4 unit/m2
(the optimal η in Fig. 9), the user data rates would basically
be classified into two groups: [0, 4] Mb/s and [30, 600] Mb/s.
Compared with the non-blockage case, 72% of the users in the
blockage scenario experience a data rate degradation, while the
remaining users achieve a significant data rate improvement.
This means that although a blockage density of 2.4 unit/m2
results in the largest average user data rate, more than half
of the users in this case have to be served by RF APs
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and achieve a low data rate. Moreover, 28% of the users
can obtain plenty of LiFi communication resources but their
achievable data rates are much higher than required. Fig. 11
shows that when considering the required data rate of users,
the QoS increases at the low blockage densities but decreases
with a further increase in η. This indicates that an increase
in blockage density cannot provide a better user experience
despite achieving an improvement of the sum data rate.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this study, in order to model a practical hybrid LiFi/RF
network scenario, three factors are taken into account: blockages, LiFi ROA and user data rate requirement. An EGT based
load balancing algorithm is proposed to improve the user
QoS. Also, an enhanced proportional fairness scheduler is
proposed to maximise the usage of communication resources
in the RA step. The effects of the maximal vertical ROA and
blockages on the hybrid network are evaluated and discussed.
Three conclusions are drawn based on the simulation results:
(i) The proposed EGT load balancing algorithm achieves a
better performance/complexity trade-off than the conventional
algorithms. In addition, when the EPF scheme is used, a high
level of user QoS can be attained due to a more efficient
exploitation of transmission resources; (ii) When the FoV
of LiFi receivers is 90°, the average user QoS decreases
with an increase in the maximal vertical ROA θPD . However,
when considering a small FoV, there is an optimum of the
maximal vertical ROA that can optimise the QoS performance,
leading to a better system load balancing than attainable
in the non-ROA case; (iii) An optimal blockage density of
η = 2.4 unit/m2 can maximise the system sum data rate.
However, when considering user data rate requirement, the
user QoS decreases with an increase in η as the blockages
cause an inefficient allocation of communication resources.
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